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3rd Day Dai-sesshin

I said it yesterday, and the day before yesterday, but I just have to say it  again,  this

Dharma talk from the high seat is an enormously kind Dharma talk.  Rinzai is staking his very

life giving this talk.  He is throwing away his entire body and mind when he gives this talk.  If

you want to talk about something being frightening, then this is a frightening thing!  If you really

know what I am talking about here, then you could be said to have understood the entirety of

what Rinzai says.  

In this same way, from the old days, the place where we do sanzen has always been

called hosenjo 法戦場, the Dharma battle field.  However, it seems as if most people, even those

who have practiced for five or ten years, do not know how to make the sanzen room a Dharma

battle field.  Instead you are like weeping mosquitoes!  You cannot even make it a battle field of

buzzing mosquitoes!  If a mosquito bites you then, "bijatt" you will kill it!  If you cannot even

have the kind of spirit or energy  that you have when you are swatting a mosquito when you

come to sanzen, then how are you ever going to make sanzen  interesting for you or for the

Roshi?!  If you cannot stake your life when you come to sanzen, just like a mosquito stakes its

life  when it  attacks  you, and you end up killing it,  then you will  never be able  to taste the

enjoyment of doing sanzen.

The first thing you must study to prepare for Zen practice is the Dharma activity.  From

the time a person becomes a young monk, right away they will  begin to study the Dharma

activity, and right away that is what the teachers teach.  

These days, however, in Japan, children are not allowed to go to the temples for their

childhood education. Everyone is required to go to secular schools in the name of mandatory

education.  Academic education has been given to the secular schools, as their responsibility, and

the practice of zazen has been relegated to the special dojos, the monasteries, and so the ordinary
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Zen temples have become vacant.  Nothing goes on there!  I am sure there are some very famous,

and great Zen masters coming to America these days to teach, who are in their fifties or sixties,

but I am pretty sure that when they were young they did not get the (traditional kind of) Zen

education.  They didn’t study the Dharma activity.  

Therefore, these days, in Japan, and of course also here in America, Zen teachers have

forgotten about the Dharma activity.  Instead of standing firmly upon the Dharma activity, and

studying from that point of view, or we could equally well say standing firmly under the Dharma

activity, and practicing from that point of view, people just have forgotten the Dharma activity,

and end up saying this or that about Zen.  

These days Japanese Rinzai Zen has become primarily concerned with building the so

called sangha.  People are rushing around trying to keep the sangha strong.  So I think it is fair to

say, although I can’t talk about the other schools of Zen, that in present day Japanese Rinzai Zen

people just answer koans by imitating written explanations that they study.  For example if some

of these guys get asked, "What is Buddhism," they will simply remember something they have

read somewhere, and spout back just as they read, and think that is Zen.  If that is the way it is

then both true Buddhism and true Zen will be lost.   

So what is the Dharma activity?  As I always tell you, Tathagata Zen means to manifest

the wisdom that clearly knows what the Dharma activity is.  

Tathagata Zen says that you must learn to think that the Dharma activity is made of two

opposing  activities,  the  living  activity  and  the  dying  activity.   They  have  forgotten  this

fundamental principle now in Japan!  So if you go to Japan hoping to find Zen there, I’m telling

you, you are making a big mistake!  I am worried that is going to get even worse.  Fifty years

from now Japanese Zen will probably be even more horrid than it is these days!  These days in

Japan people think that just reading comments on, or interpretations of koans, and studying those

written works, is Zen practice.   

Even here in America we can find shelves upon shelves of those collections of answers to

koans decorating the bookstores.  When I came to America I started having experiences like this.

People would come to sanzen, and it would just seem weird to me, because they would give
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answers that made it  seem like they should understand something, but they obviously didn’t

understand anything!  Then I figured it out.  They were reading those books on how to answer

the koans!

One of my students was named Michelle.  (Translator mistakenly first says "Michael,"

then apologies.  Roshi says, "You should be sorry!  You can’t seem to understand Mount Baldy

English at all!  If you can’t understand Mount Baldy English, there is no way you are ever going

to understand Mount Baldy Zen!")  She found one of these (books on koan answers), bought it

for a lot  of money, and came to show it  to me.  This was about fifteen years ago.  Then I

understood that this kind of book was the sort of thing Americans were studying in their Zen

practice.  I am not going to say the name of the people who wrote it.  Some Japanese person

together with an American person published that book, and it was probably just to make money.

So I decided that I would throw out all of the sorts of answers and explanations that were in that

book, and start fresh.  You will not be able to understand my Zen by reading those sorts of koan

answer books.  In the same way Roshis who come these days from Japan and listen to my talks

think their Zen and this Zen are different.  

But  getting  back to  the  Dharma activity,  if  you are  a  scholar,  and you are  studying

academically, this is what, as a Buddhist, you should study.  You should be studying the Dharma

activity.  

The points of view of actually practicing Zen and studying Buddhism academically are,

however, different.  When you actually practice Zen you consider the Dharma activity to be the

heart activity that is forming you and this universe.  You investigate the activity of heart.  But if

you cannot really manifest the wisdom that knows that heart activity that is forming you and this

entire universe, then you cannot really teach Zen to other people.  And so, in the end, the final

stage of  both academic  study and practice  are  the  same,  that  is  to  know the  activity  of the

Dharma, and not just know it, but be able to manifest it.  In other words, in both cases, the goal is

to manifest the wisdom that enables us to do the Dharma activity.  

Knowledge is important.  But it is equally as important to understand who is it who has

knowledge.   To unquestioningly  accept  the one who is  doing the knowing is  a  mistake.   It
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doesn’t matter how much knowledge you acquire, or how much you study, if you cannot throw

away your "I am" self, if you are always attached to your imperfect "I am" proclaiming self, then

you cannot really get into Zen practice.  Those kind of people end up studying a kind of Zen that

has as its purpose to satisfy the desires of the "I am" self.  They have no idea that Zen is the

manifestation of the heart of great compassion.  They do not know what the activity of great

compassion is.  Not knowing Zen practice is founded on the manifestation of the heart of great

compassion, their Zen becomes selfish.  Doing that kind of Zen will never bring an end to war.

Doing the kind of Zen that serves to satisfy the "I am" self will result in the practitioner always

being stuck in the "I am" self.  If you think that is Zen, that is Buddhism, then the fighting and

warring will never stop.  

Therefore, even from the academic point of view, what we have to teach and study, even

just as an idea, is that the perfect self never appears unless the "I am" self vanishes.  

The ultimate purpose of academic study, if it is the study of Zen or Buddhism, must be,

according to Tathagata Zen, the understanding of the principle behind the manifestation of the

perfect self.  

However, even if you go all that far, and you can grasp the perfect self, the dharmakaya,

the Almighty, the standpoint of God, if you attach to that then it is as if you were a turtle that has

swallowed a giant stone. You become the sort of person who cannot move at all!  If you become

that turtle who swallows a big stone and cannot move, if God becomes a turtle, then the human

world will never be manifest.  There is nothing wrong with religion, but if you attach to God,

then God becomes a turtle who cannot move!   

The perfect condition is the condition that we can call God, but even if you are studying

that condition from an academic point of view you must remember that it is an activity that has

two opposing activities of plus and minus as its content.  Actually, whether it is God or a turtle,

they both appear with plus and minus as their content.  

Therefore  we  are  very  careful  to  teach  about  the  complete,  perfect  condition,  the

complete activity, and say that it is not a dead static activity.  It is not like a turtle filled up with a

giant stone. It is always acting.  The two fundamental opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-
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agata are always acting together, experiencing each other.  

Do not forget that when plus and minus are doing the activity of experiencing each other

they are doing that action will-lessly.  There is no world outside of their activity!  There is no

world other than the activity of plus and minus.  If there were some other world outside of this

one and only world that plus and minus are acting in, then they would probably be influenced by

that other world.  They would probably be distracted from their activity by this other world, and

become unable to do the activity of experiencing each other anymore.  

The condition of the activities of plus and minus experiencing each other is called the

origin of everything.  If there were a world outside of that world of the origin, outside of the

world of the complete activity of plus and minus, then the people in that outside world would be

looking in on plus and minus acting, and plus and minus would get kind of uptight about it.

"Hey, they are looking at us!  Hey, maybe we should stop doing this!"  Plus and minus would

start thinking in that way.  That is why we teach very clearly and carefully that the world that

tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting in is the one and only world.  There is no world outside of it

or other than it!

The activity of plus and minus experiencing each other is a simultaneous activity.  Each

one experiences the world of the other at the same time.  That activity is called the condition of

the origin.  The purpose of that activity is to give birth to the child of the Dharma activity.  The

purpose of plus and minus being in relationship with each other is to give birth to the Dharma

child.  

However, you cannot forget that, in fact, the activities of plus and minus in the condition

of the origin have no will.  They are simply acting as the natural principle itself.  They are simply

acting as the reason of the way things are.  There is no "I am" in this activity.  There is no one to

see this activity.  This activity of nature is what will-lessly forms the human world, and all of us

living here in it.  

This is the activity that nobody can see, and conversely it has absolutely no need to be

seen by anybody.  There are no "I am" selves within this activity. 

If I don’t go to all the trouble to say all of this no one seems to be able to understand the
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dharmakaya at all.  Without saying all of this no one seems to be able to understand what the one

and only condition is.  But if I say all of this even real idiots should be able to understand.

Especially  in  Rinzai  Zen,  in  the  lineage  of  Nangaku and Baso,  we often talk  of  the

Dharma activity as being the time activity.  When we speak of it as being the activity of time we

say that inevitably a season will come at which the child is born.  If you are striving to practice

Tathagata Zen you have to find a way to grasp the Dharma activity  as the activity  of time!

Therefore you should know clearly that, when we speak of the time activity, just in the same way

as when we speak of the Dharma activity, time is made of two opposing activities of plus and

minus.  The activity of time has as its very content the two opposite activities of past and future.  

The activity of the past manifests itself as the past, and through that activity he brings the

universe of the past completely into being.  And likewise the future activity manifests herself and

brings into being the complete universe of the future.  But, the minus activity who is making the

future, and the plus activity who is making the past inevitably will meet each other.  The two

activities meet each other, therefore we can see that the two worlds of past and future have also

met each other.  This has become a truly awesome occasion.  This is really something!  

The reason why the past activity and the future activity, the worlds of past and future

unfailingly meet each other is because they are acting in one shared world together.  

As I have been telling you over and over again if you try to contemplate this activity

using a  flat  way of  thinking,  then  there  is  no possible  way that  you will  ever  come to  the

realization, "Yes, that really is the way it is!"  Plus has manifested the complete world of plus,

and minus has simultaneously manifested the complete world of minus.  You should be able to

understand from hearing this that there is no way you can grasp this activity if you are thinking

in a flat way.

When a young couple meet each other, and really come together, then they will want to

build a new world together, they will want to make a new home together.  But that will never

happen if they are thinking in a flat way!  In Tathagata Zen we say that when a young couple

meets, then already they have manifested holding one world together.  Already  they know that

they are acting in one shared world.  And so they will have the realization that they have to throw
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out their flat way of thinking, and instead pick up a spherical way of thinking, a solid, living way

of thinking.  

This is why we emphasize the doing of this solid, spherical, living way of seeing, way of

contemplating,  way  of  perceiving.   This  is  not  the  same  as  what  most  people  think  of  as

meditation.  This kind of contemplation is a living, spherical kind of seeing.  In fact we all are

already existing within that spherical way of seeing, we just don’t realize it, we just don’t know

this principle, even though we are actually doing it.  Because we do not realize that we are in

reality in a spherical world, we come to more and more unquestioningly affirm and fixate the "I

am" self.  

There is an enormous difference between a person who is looking at our way of being in

this world through a spherical way of seeing, and a person who is looking at our way of being in

this world from the point of view of the fixated, attached to "I am" self.  There is an enormous

difference between these two points of view.  That is not the only difference though.  There are

many differences between the ways people who are attached to the "I am" self think.  And so

among those who are attached to the self many fights break out over the various self centered,

arbitrary ideologies they have, and about which is the best god, or what is the best way to find

salvation.  

Whether we are talking about the Dharma activity or the activity of time they are the

same, they are both made up of the same two fundamental opposing activities, and as I was

saying, the two activities unfailingly will meet each other, but that meeting is not fixated.   They

will just as inevitably separate from each other again.  

When the two activities separate from each other there are two fundamental kinds of

separation  that  occur,  two basic  ways of thinking concerning their  separation.   One kind of

separation that happens is the sort that happens among children.  They come together, they meet,

they play together, and then they get bored of playing with each other, and they go back home.

As the children get older,  however,   then they start  thinking in a different way.  They start

thinking, "I have never been to your house.  I really would like to go see what your house is

like," and the other one thinks the same way, "I would like to go to your house, because I have
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never been there before."  As growth and development continues without fail plus and minus will

come to want to experience the world of the opposite activity.  

But what if one says, "I don’t want to show you my house!"  That is when a fight is

started!

However, we say that, in fact, without fail, plus and minus will grow to manifest the way

of being in which plus says, "Sure, you can come see my house, and I will go and look at your

house too!"  This kind of thing cannot happen until the meeting is broken through.  This kind of

activity takes place when plus and minus don’t attach to themselves as plus and minus.  They

become the plus activity that has no self, the minus activity that has no "I am" self.  

Because they then act with no self they can act in utter freedom.  This is when, for the

first time, we can really talk about freedom.  They freely break through each other, and go on to

arrive at each other's  origins.  They freely completely experience the world of the other.

This  kind  of  activity  can  only  take  place  because  plus  and  minus  are  not  fixating

themselves.  They are not attaching to themselves.  Plus allows minus to experience his world,

and minus, likewise, allows plus into her world to experience it.  This can happen because they

do the activity of no self.  Allowing the other in, forgiving the other, allowing the nature of the

self of the other, is what makes the mutual experiencing possible.  Plus and minus completely

permit each other to experience each other by manifesting no self.  Even when you just shake

hands with each other, the reason why that activity of shaking hands can come into being is

because  you are permitting  each other,  allowing each other,  forgiving  each other.   You are

manifesting  no  self  in  the  activity  of  allowing  the  other.   This  way  of  thinking  is  already

manifest, that is why the handshake can take place.

Plus breaks through the meeting with minus,  and then is now acting in the world of

minus, and finally comes to arrive at the source of minus.  

When plus and minus have arrived at each other's  origins they both now have had the

experience of half of the total home.  They have manifested zero.  They have now done the

activity of love.  But not the total thing, only half of it.  

When minus breaks through her meeting with plus, then she enters the world of plus.
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And minus acting in the world of plus is the zero activity.  She is doing the zero activity in order

to be doing the activity of experiencing the world of plus.  Just in the same way as plus she is

manifesting the zero activity, but also, just in the same way as plus, she is only experiencing half

of the entire body as zero.  Do you understand?  

Plus has only experienced half of the entire body doing the zero activity together with

minus.  Minus is the same way.  She has only experienced half of the entire body while doing the

zero activity together with plus.  And so when they arrive at each other's  origins they manifest

the wisdom that knows that they now are holding half of the world.  

When plus and minus are at each other's  origins, then, as I told you yesterday, they turn

around.  And in fact, just to do that activity of turning around, they have to transform themselves

into the activity  of the other.  Having taken the form of the other, or incarnated into the other,

they are now looking back towards their own origins, but they cannot see them.  

As I was telling you yesterday, although they cannot see back to their own sources, they

can think about them.  They can think, "I am certain that my origin is the origin of minus," or "I

am certain that my origin exists, and that it is the plus origin."  

Everyone, when you have a thought, it is natural to want to put that thought into practice.

Everybody wants to realize their thoughts.  Everybody wants to make their thoughts reality.  If

you see some people swimming in a swimming pool, everyone will come to want to also be

doing that  activity  of swimming.   If  you see a picture  of people climbing a mountain,  then

everybody, having seen that, will want to do the activity of mountain climbing themselves.  And

so, in this situation as well, the two activities think that their origins exist, and then they have the

next thought, of wanting to actually realize that thought, actually experience the reality of that

thought.

How can they realize their thinking?  

The plus activity must do the minus activity in order to return to his own origin.  Minus,

as well, now at the source of plus, must do the plus activity in order to return to her home, and

both, now, doing the activity of the opposite, they approach each other.  They are now getting

closer to each other.
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However,  plus  and minus both,  now, will  bump into their  child  they previously had

birthed.   Meeting their child they think,  "Wow.  I am this child’s father."  "I am this child’

mother."  Only then are they moved to the true joy of being mother and father.  

Then the plus and minus activities, who are now doing the activity of the opposite, take

back the parts of themselves they had given in order to birth the child.  And then, they have

reverted back to their original,  pure activities of plus and minus, and immediately they have

arrived back at their own origins.  

And the child  in  this  case,  does  not  resist  this  activity  at  all.   He freely follows the

activities of plus and minus, and becomes the total plus activity, and simultaneously becomes the

total minus activity.  

Here,  the  child  becomes  complete,  and right   together  with  the  activity  of  the  child

becoming complete plus and minus also become complete.

When you do zazen you have to clearly contemplate this activity until you can manifest it

clearly.  It is one thing to understand the principle of this activity, but unless you really put your

understanding into practice, you will never truly be able to grasp the condition of the origin, nor

will  you be able  to  really  understand the principle  of  one condition  of the origin inevitably

manifesting a new condition of the origin.  

Just studying is not enough.  In the end you really do have to practice what you have

studied.  You really do have to do exactly as you have understood.  If you cannot appeal to your

experience, and your practice, then you will never have the realization that truly understands,

"Yes, that is how it is!"  

Even in physics there is a branch of physics called theoretical physics, that sometimes is

just academic.  But when you really put a theory into practice, when you have the proof of a

theory in utter clarity, like, "Yes!  That’s it!" then you have entered the experience that nobody

can truly know.  At that moment the "I am" self is gone, and the one and only true reality is

manifest. 

No matter how much you study how to be a dentist, if you don’t practice dentistry, you

are not really a dentist.  So when you go to the dentist, you should respect that dentist.  You must
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not forget, "This dentist has gone through many years both studying the theory of dentistry, and

also putting that theory into practice."  There are dentists though, that although they might have

practiced dentistry a lot,  they haven’t  really studied it  very much, and all  they do is end up

messing you up.  And if you only practice and don’t study, then, although you might be a doctor,

you never will really understand why things turn out the way they do.  

Therefore Tathagata Zen says that academic study is important, but if you attach to it,

then the real thing will never appear.  You have to throw out your studying mind, and dive into

practice, too.  Conversely, if all you do is practice, and you never study the theory behind what

you do, then you will constantly be making mistakes, to such a degree that you yourself will

come to doubt yourself.  

Some Zen people say study is not necessary in Zen practice, but that is a mistake.  Both

are necessary.

So, after today’s talk, you should be able to understand very well what I talked about

yesterday.  

The activity of plus and minus experiencing each other is the dharmakaya, is the activity

of zero, and when we personify that activity we can call it the manifestation of true love.  

The condition of the origin will go on to manifest a new condition of the origin, and in

that process, in order to do that activity of manifesting a new origin, it becomes pregnant.  

We can call this first manifestation of the condition of the origin, the condition of the

origin level one.  In the part we read today Rinzai talks about the true man of no rank, and that

rank is what I am talking about here when I say level one.  It means rank number one.  That

condition of the origin of rank one will, undoubtedly go on to manifest the condition of the origin

of rank two.

These days it  seems like a lot  of people of so fixated in their  "I  am" selves,  and so

satisfied with themselves just the way they are, that they feel, "I don’t have to get married and

have children."  People are fixated to such a degree that they come to think that way, and for

those kind of people, probably, Buddhist talks are totally boring, and seem irrelevant to their

lives.
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There is, in fact, nothing wrong with the "I am" self, but the "I am" self never stops.  It

never gets stuck in itself.  In fact all of us, everyone, is always doing the activity of manifesting a

new self.  In fact the teaching of Buddhism, and the practice of Tathagata Zen says that nothing

can escape this activity of manifesting a new self.  Not even a mosquito.  Everything, inevitably

does the activity of manifesting a new self.  The teaching of Tathagata Zen says that without fail

a new self is manifest.  

Inevitably a new self is manifest.  That means inevitably the state of the condition of the

origin  being  pregnant  will  come to  the  season  of  birth.   The  season of  birth  is  when  The

Tathagata divides itself in two.  And when The Tathagata divides itself in two, then plus and

minus separate from each other, and when plus and minus separate from each other then, for the

first time, a distance appears in between plus and minus. 

This distance is manifest, through, as I always tell you, the activities of plus and minus

giving of themselves. They both give an equal amount.  We can say that they give one hundred

millionth of themselves, and through that the condition of the separation of plus and minus is

manifest, and a distance appears.  Plus and minus give an equal amount.  One hundred millionth

of minus and one hundred millionth of plus, and so coming together that is zero.  This imperfect

interval of space, this distance manifest in between is zero.  Zero, but, we teach, not the complete

zero.  Plus and minus give of themselves in order to make this distance, this imperfect interval of

space, but they don’t give all of themselves.   They have only given one hundred millionth of

themselves. So the zero here is not the perfect zero.  This space is not the complete space.  This

interval of space that is now manifest is the absolute, perfect manifestation of space having been

limited.  

The interval of space manifest here is, according to Tathagata Zen, the very foundation of

the "I am" self, and we also call it the manifestation of the imperfect present moment.  

The is nothing wrong with asserting your "I am" self, but if you are asserting your "I am"

without manifesting the wisdom that can think clearly that you are a limited version of absolute

space, then you are not even a human being.  If you are a plant or a stone, or a mosquito or a flea,

or a bird or a fish, then you don’t have to have this kind of clear thinking wisdom.  The fact is,
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however, that we human beings have developed this function called wisdom, or knowing, and

the purpose of that is to know ourselves. So we must manifest the wisdom that knows that we are

the limited Great Cosmos.  We are a limited version of absolute space. 

The dharmakaya, or in religious terms I suppose we can say God, limits itself.  God gives

a limited amount of itself, a limited amount of his plus and minus in order to make us.  You must

manifest the wisdom that comes to this conclusion,

It is only when the dharmakaya divides itself in two that it gives birth to mother, father,

and child.  The dharmakaya divides itself in two.  Shedding blood, and sweating the dharmakaya

gives  birth  to,  not  just  the  Dharma child,  but  to  mother  and  father  also,  at  the  same time.

Therefore we say that the activity of the dharmakaya itself is the manifestation of compassion.

The dharmakaya itself does the activity of the heart of compassion.  The dharmakaya is what

does these deeds that we call karma.  

That is why we say that Buddhism is the teaching of the manifestation of the heart of

compassion.  To give rise to the heart of compassion is something that a living person, with

blood pumping through him, has to do!  The sanzen room is a place for tears to flow.  It is a

place for blood to be shed.  You can come to sanzen endlessly, but if you are not shedding tears

in your  sanzen,  it  is  not  doing anybody any good.   When you really  cry,  you cannot  think

anything, and you cannot see anything.  If all you do, however, is cry, then you cannot see which

way is right and which way is left.  You cannot see where the past or the future are.   So when a

baby is born, you might be crying as you are born, but then when you finally get born, you

better, wipe your eyes!    "Gutto!" you better open your eyes clearly, look sharp, and see, "Oh,

there is the past, that is where father is, and there is the future, that is where mother is."  

I know that I spoke about the very same part of the story today as I did yesterday, but I’m

sorry to say that nobody understands it.  Even among the old students,almost nobody, I mean,

actually, nobody understands it.  I know it must be difficult, and so that is why I talked about it

again today.

You have to understand that it is here that the dharmakaya has first given birth to the

world of past, present and future.  That is to say the human world. 
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And, as I will get into more tomorrow, Rinzai calls the manifestation of the dharmakaya,

"the lump of red flesh!"  

終

The End
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